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ABSTRACT: In cities such as Sydney, a succession of wars on graffiti has produced a moral
geography of artistic practice. At the same time, the rise to prominence of creative cities discourses
and the subsequent revaluation of creativity as a postindustrial salve unsettles the dominance of
the normative criminalization of graffiti. The profusion of cultural plans and public art policies,
along with metropolitan initiatives promoting the creative city, provide opportunities to resignify
graffiti as productive creative practice. Set in a discursive world of murals, street art, and “legal
graffiti,” some graffiti writers are grasping these opportunities, deploying multiple subjectivities in
order to negotiate the moral geographies of the creative city. This article looks at contemporary
state responses to graffiti in Sydney and the ways graffiti writers and street artists work within and
beyond the various attempts to capture, enclose, and engage graffiti and graffiti writers.

Graffiti in its various forms has become a perennial feature of life at the edges of the contempo-
rary city. Implicitly set as a challenge to urban relations, as the transgressive act of property crime,
graffiti has become an emotionally charged public order issue. Attempts by urban managers to
eradicate graffiti have resulted in spiralling costs as increasingly more sophisticated methods
are deployed in the various urban “wars on graffiti” (Dickenson, 2008; Iveson, 2009, 2010).
Despite the increased mobilization of anti-graffiti technologies, backed by explicit anti-graffiti
policies and laws, graffiti and other forms of unsanctioned “public art” persist. The persistence
of graffiti can in part be attributed to subcultural responses to the urban wars on graffiti. By
framing graffiti as out of place, urban authorities have ensured that successive generations of
predominantly young men have taken up graffiti as a risk-laden behavior, as fame and respect are
accrued among peers through the brazen transgression of laws and social norms (Ferrell, 1996;
MacDonald, 2001). As the wars on graffiti have escalated, so too have the subcultural rewards
for those willing to engage in graffiti (Iveson, 2010). But graffiti is also finding a place in the
city via the presence of discourses that challenge an indiscriminate criminalization of graffiti.
Chief among these discourses is the promise of the creative city. Beyond the framing of tensions
between urban authorities and graffiti writers over the presence/absence of graffiti, the rise of
creative cities discourses (Florida, 2002; Landry, 2000) has afforded the opportunity to rethink the
way the creative practices of graffiti writers and street artists are valued. A reevaluation of graffiti
in the light of the importance of creativity to the postindustrial economy aids in the understanding
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of the continued presence of graffiti and the appearance of new forms of public art derived from
graffiti.

For those involved in graffiti subcultures, or in the postgraffiti worlds of street art, “lowbrow”
contemporary art, reverse graffiti, cup-rocking, scratchiti, stickers, paste-ups, and posters1 (see
Dickens, 2008; Manco, 2004), the creative city offers new paths to recognition. The commodifi-
cation of graffiti and street art in advertising, on t-shirts, or through successful cross-over into the
contemporary art marketplace, has raised the profile of individual artists and the genres of graffiti
and street art more generally (Dickens, 2010; Snyder, 2009). Following the success of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and Keith Haring, contemporary artists like Shepherd Fairly and Banksy command a
notoriety that extends well beyond the boundaries of their artistic peers, challenging assump-
tions that graffiti and street art are fueled purely by subcultural recognition (c.f. MacDonald,
2001; also see Snyder, 2009, pp. 159–172). Beyond recognition, the creative city promises more
substantive rewards, as jobs blossom in the creative sector, aided by strategic investment in cre-
ative hubs, quarters, clusters, and precincts (Dickens, 2010; Evans, 2009; Pratt, 2005). These
more discrete, predominantly state-run initiatives are augmented by cultural-planning processes
at the local scale producing cultural plans and public art policies.

Yet the promise of the creative city continues to be plagued by questions concerning the
sustainability of creative lives. Recent work has focused on the precarious nature of creative
workforce employment at a time when the policy landscape is embracing the cultural economy.
Despite the fervor with which the creative city has been received by urban managers in many
cities, there remain serious questions about how creativity will live up to its promise of being
the salve for the wounds of the postindustrial city (e.g., see Pratt and Jeffcutt, 2009). One aim of
this article is to present some of the ways the revaluing of graffiti and street art in the creative
city offers possibilities for recognition and a measure of vocationalism for young artists. At
the same time, the endurance of normative views of graffiti as transgressive disorder continues.
For those whose creative practice stems from the transgressive worlds of graffiti, the promise of
recognition, may not be enough, as artistic practices continue to be framed by dominant discourses
of criminalization. New efforts to criminalize graffiti and graffiti writers intersect with processes
of recognition producing profound ambivalences. The graffiti writer/street artist has always had
to negotiate the ambivalences that exist at the edges of legality (Lachmann, 1988). However, now,
with the opportunities afforded by the valorization of creativity, the inconsistencies may be more
keenly felt.

While there is no strict and consistent differentiation between graffiti and street art, it is worth
noting some of their commonly held features. Graffiti typically relates to a range of practices from
tagging through to elaborate “pieces” (from masterpiece) with a focus on stylized words and text,
usually including the tag name of the artists/writers and their associated crew. The complexity
of letter styles, which often renders graffiti illegible to the wider public, supports a position
that graffiti is an egocentric form of private communication among writers—an appropriation
of public space. In contrast, street art as a wider set of artistic practices often presents a more
public address, less tied to the subcultural practices and conventions associated with graffiti (see
Ferrell, 1996; MacDonald, 2001; Snyder, 2009). The differentiation of graffiti and street art is
often arbitrary. Street art, like graffiti, is more often than not done without permission (i.e., illegal)
and often practiced by people who are or have been involved in the graffiti subculture. As this
article will endeavor to show, the sometimes arbitrary separation of graffiti from street art by
metropolitan agencies has allowed an embrace and even valorization of the power of “street art”
to activate space, at a time of increasing criminalization of “graffiti.”

This article draws on research with graffiti writers and street artists in Sydney, investigating the
ways they are variously included and excluded from wider social relations through their artistic
practices. The analysis is based on a number of methodological engagements with the worlds
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of graffiti and street art including visual ethnographies of legal graffiti walls, interviews with
those involved in graffiti and street art, engagement with policy documents, and discussions with
local government employees. In order to better understand how graffiti writers and street artists
are living in a state of precarity in the contemporary creative city this article will look at state
responses to graffiti in Sydney and the ways graffiti writers and street artists work within and
beyond the various attempts to capture, enclose, and engage graffiti and graffiti writers. Before
I move on to looking at some of the politics surrounding graffiti and street art practice in the
Australian context, I will briefly discuss the notion of moral geographies and the relevance of
looking at the spatial politics of graffiti through a moral lens.

MORAL GEOGRAPHIES

The field of ethics, otherwise known as moral philosophy, has at its core a philosophical
concern with good and bad, with right and wrong. Quite separate from ongoing work in moral
philosophy, the relationship between ethics and space has been a subject of enquiry in the social
sciences, particularly in geography, for some time. How to behave in one place as opposed
to any other has formed the basis of empirical investigations in what has become generally
recognized as moral geographies (Smith, 1997). The concept of place itself hints at the presence
of moral geographies, as contextualized valuations of space result in normative understandings
of how to be in place. The way we value a place varies across time and space, but settles around
normative understandings in particular contexts. Both Smith (1997) and Matless (1994) outline
the importance of empirical investigations in uncovering the workings of a relativistic morality
in place, a descriptive ethics that serves to highlight the “different ways of being in the world
and the reactions of others to them” (Matless, 1994, p. 127). The general interest of geographers
in ethical relations in and through place consolidated in the late 1990s in the intellectual project
of moral geographies (Birdsall, 1996; Matless, 1994, 1998; Proctor, 1998; Smith, 1994, 1995,
2000). This “moral turn” in geography (Smith, 1997) has extended widely into debates on social
justice (Smith, 1994), the ethics of care (Silk, 1998), on environmental ethics (e.g., Castree, 2003),
and on professionalism in geography (e.g., Cloke, Cooke, Cursons, Milbourne, & Widdowfield,
2000) among other themes. What ties much of this work together is an empirical focus on what
kinds of people and behaviors belong where (Smith, 1997). Hence, what differentiates the work
of geographers from that of philosophers is a concern with the “contextual thickening of moral
concepts in the particular (local) circumstances of differentiated human being” (Smith, 1997,
p. 587).

Moral geographies reflect the normative expectations of the use and misuse of particular
environments, and as such can form the basis of inclusion and exclusion as the transgression of
normal ways of being in a place are policed in order to ensure the maintenance of the common
good. Cresswell’s (1996) work on transgression details the way people and places are deemed
out of place vis-á-vis a dominant moral order. Practices and behaviors that disrupt normative
expectations activate or make visible moral geographies. As Matless (2000) notes, “moral codes
are revealed when their limits are transgressed” (p. 523). In deriving what he means by moral
geographies, Matless (1994) turns to Foucault, who presents three senses of the term morality.
First, there is the moral code itself; then one needs to consider the exercise of behavior in
transgression or obedience of that code, as what Foucault calls a “morality of behaviors”; and
finally, there is the way in which individuals form themselves as “ethical subjects” in relation
to the elements of the code (Mattless, 1994, p. 129). For example, the criminalization of graffiti
writers is bound to the presence of a dominant moral code concerning property rights. The misuse
of property by graffiti writers is thus understood as normatively unacceptable, as the wrong thing
to do. Yet this transgression of right and wrong, the thrill of doing something that is risky and
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illegitimate, drives graffiti practice (collective morality of behaviors), and through this a shared
moral justification is constructed that devalues property rights in lieu of the needs of graffiti
writers to “get up.” As I hope to show below, the narrative production of the graffiti writer as
purely a transgressive moral subject is not wholly adequate. Graffiti writers and street artists
often exhibit complex understandings of their practices as they tread the line between legal and
illegal, between good and bad, and between right and wrong in their graffiti practices (see Kramer,
2010).

The instability that is increasingly being recognized as a condition of the postindustrial city
unsettles the ground on which moral codes are laid down. The increasing presence of precarity,
or its ideological neoliberal corollary of “choice,” in the labor market and consumer lifestyles,
contributes to the late modern destabilization of urban identities. This condition of unsettlement
muddies the ethical waters, with the late modern urban citizen finding it more difficult to un-
derstand the correct moral ways of being in the city. This all contributes, at least in part, to a
so-called loss of community, and the subsequent search for the conditions that will return lost
communal experiences. The desire for community often distils to the desire for social order.
This article engages with social order through the desires to impose an image of the clean city
(Sennett, 1970), imagined into existence through the construction of graffiti as disorder in the
urban environment. Within the context of this search for a lost community, the increasing im-
portance of creativity in the city presents an interesting case. Attempts to mobilize creativity, to
capture and deploy creativity, as a way of giving the city life, both within the context of capturing
the postindustrial knowledge economy and in the sense of revitalizing urban (public) spaces as
places of civic engagement and political inclusion, challenge some of the heretofore more easily
understood urban moral geographies of creative practice. As I hope to show in this article, the
increasing importance given to creativity allows art to move out of the art gallery and into the
street, and in a related way takes artistic practices in the street and revalues the product as “art.”
These attempts to realize the potentials within the creative economy (Pratt and Jeffcutt, 2009)
challenge the grounds on which we determine what is indeed in place, and what is out of place.

I am suggesting here that by paying attention to the moral geographies of creative practice we
can reveal interesting schisms between the way we are seeking to regulate creativity in the city
and the operation of the creative city. And further, that the unsanctioned presence of creativity
in the city is not merely subject to a moral framing from without, but also contributes to the
continuous production of new urban moral codes made possible in part through the embrace of
creative city discourses.

NORMALIZING GRAFFITI AS OUT OF PLACE

Modern graffiti traces its lineage to Philadelphia and New York in the late 1960s and early
1970s, developing into a subculture in the 1970s that soon became enmeshed with the emerging rap
and breakdance scene, with the dance-rap-graffiti assemblage becoming recognized collectively
as “hip-hop” culture. For Australian graffiti writers a key moment in the transmission of the
underground movement beyond New York was the screening on Australian television of the
video clip for Buffalo Gals by Malcolm McLaren, which brought the New York hip-hop culture
to a global audience (see Iveson, 2007, pp. 117–118). The film clip itself featured the Rock Steady
Crew breakdancing and young men using spray paints to produce graffiti as the visual setting for
the soundtrack. As a Sydney-based “old-school” writer noted,

Buffalo Gals. That was exactly it. That’s the one. That’s the one that sort of sent it global . . . . We
didn’t even know that it was graffiti. It was just like what breakers did, sort of thing, you know.
And we just did pieces of our B-boy crew or, you know, of our, sort of, space age names . . . . in
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the mid- to late-80s, when breaking started to, sort of like, the initial fad of it started to die out,
a lot of us started to specialise. In Australia, graffiti was, like the thing that people specialised
in.

(Mistery).

With this specialization came the first systematic attempts to mitigate the presence of graffiti.
Wilson and Healy’s 1986 report for the New South Wales State Rail on behalf of the Australian
Institute of Criminology marks the commencement of Sydney’s version of the war on graffiti
(Iveson, 2007, 2009, 2010), part of a “new military urbanism” (Iveson, 2010, pp. 117–118) where
“war has . . . become virtually indistinguishable from police activity” (Hardt and Negri, 2004,
p. 14, in Iveson, 2010, p. 118). In cities like Sydney, political statements and anti-graffiti laws have
reflected the political will to continue to fight this urban “war without end.” Bespoke anti-graffiti
laws have been developed to support statements made by state and local government politicians
that continually reaffirm the commitment to eradicate graffiti from the urban environment.

The recent New South Wales Graffiti Control Act (2008) brought together the various legal
instruments that were being used to combat graffiti under one piece of legislation. This consoli-
dation of the legal instruments in the fight against graffiti has been matched in other Australian
states, with recent legislation in Victoria (Graffiti Prevention Act 2007), South Australia (Graffiti
Control Act 2001), and Queensland (Summary Offences [Graffiti Removal Powers] Amendment
Act 2008). In Sydney, recent years have seen a flurry of local government activity2 as old graffiti
management plans are updated to reflect the new state legislative environment, or are developed
where there previously was no coordinated approach to graffiti (see Figure 1). Current estimates
suggest the overall costs of graffiti in New South Wales is “in the hundreds of millions of dol-
lars” (NSW Legislative Assembly, 2010, p. 12), with local Councils in Sydney spending up
to $2.9 million per annum on “graffiti management” (City of Sydney, 2010). In attempting to
reinstitute a mythical purified community (Sennett, 1970) free of graffiti, some local councils in
Sydney have moved to a zero-tolerance stance. This policy platform is modeled on the policy
of the same name used by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani in New York in the 1990s, designed to
arrest the slide to disorder represented by antisocial activities such as graffiti (see Glazer, 1979;
Wilson and Kelling, 1982). Local government expenditures have spiraled, fueling an emerging
industry of graffiti removal contractors. The conjunction of these urban anti-graffiti technolo-
gies sustains the wars on graffiti. In keeping with this military metaphor, these contestations by
politicians often slide into a moral register, as the battle between right and wrong, with the city
marshalling the forces of good against the evil of graffiti, with the city itself cast as a moral
battlefield.

PLACING GRAFFITI AND STREET ART IN THE CREATIVE CITY

Creative cities promise ways of mobilizing the new economy in the postindustrial city. Attempts
to attract the “creative class” (Florida, 2002) into cultural precincts have become central to new
mechanisms of cultural planning (Gibson and Stevenson, 2004). The rise of cultural planning “has
been hailed as essential to the formation of an economically successful city, especially one that
expects to be competitive in a global network of ‘creative cities’” (Gibson and Stevenson, 2004,
pp. 1–2). In the postindustrial city, the new cultural economy has at its core the creative industries
driven by innovation and embedded in the productive embrace and mobilization of “culture” and
“creativity” (Florida, 2002; Peck, 2005; Stevenson, 2004). In a sense, culture has become “more
and more the business of cities” (Zukin, 1995, p. 2), with cultural policies increasingly deployed
as economic policies.
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FIGURE 1

Map of Sydney Metropolitan Area Indicating Local Government Area (LGA) Sites Involved in
This Research (Source: ABS (2011) CDATA Online)

Creative city discourses have enlisted the arts as a driver of urban change and regeneration.
Zukin (1995) links the visual representation of the city to a symbolic economy, where public art
plays an important role in the production of urban space. Public art can be seen to contribute to the
production of an innovative or creative milieu (Landry, 2000, p. 119) within which creativity can
be nurtured and flourish. Concerning urban regeneration, public art contributes to the reputation
of places as creative, with “transgressive or overtly critical public art, such as graffiti and street
art (operating) as signs that attract rather than repel investors” (Zukin and Braslow, 2011, p. 138).
For Zukin and Braslow the presence of both graffiti and street art signifies an eventual change in
artist-led creative districts as these areas move from being places of artistic production to places
of artistic consumption, as artists and other “creatives” are replaced by second wave gentrifiers
(Smith, 1996). As a part of the urban fabric of the creative city public art has become a universally
recognized marker, and the presence of graffiti and street art can be seen as “both a sign and a
medium of a district’s upwardly mobile reputation” (Zukin and Braslow, 2011, p. 133).

MANAGING GRAFFITI AND STREET ART IN CREATIVE SYDNEY

While they continue to criminalize graffiti, state and local governments have bought into
creative city discourses. The promise of the creative economy has led to investment in cultural
planning mechanisms and public art policies. In the wars on graffiti the moral battleground of
the city has moved on, with the embrace of the transformative (and economically significant)
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capacity of creativity heralding a new era of zones of toleration, of legal graffiti walls, and
street art galleries. One of the main issues of contention has been the continual pronouncements
that it is good to have public art but bad to have graffiti. The rise of street art has gone some
way to unsettling this dichotomy, opening possibilities to reappraise the moral geographies of
creative practice in public space. In this section of the article I will briefly review some of
the local government graffiti management contexts in Sydney in order to highlight the ways
contemporary practices do not merely reproduce normative criminalization, but also allow room
for consideration of alternate valuations of graffiti and street art in the creative city.

The three primary practices in contemporary graffiti management are enforcement, removal,
and engagement. The first two are the means through which property relations are protected from
graffiti, involving coordination with police, reporting and recording mechanisms, and efforts to
physically remove graffiti from public and private property. The third of these programmatic
responses to graffiti involves attempts to engage with graffiti writers and young people at risk in
order to limit their involvement with destructive graffiti practices, and alleviate the slide into risky
behaviors and criminal activity. One form of engagement is the implementation of legal graffiti
walls, which have been used in Sydney to delimit the impact of graffiti and as sites that facilitate
engagement and diversionary programs. The presence of “legal walls” unsettles the normative
criminalization of graffiti, supplying demarcated sites where this illegal activity is legal.

Parramatta

The 2002 Parramatta Graffiti Management Plan focused on enforcement and removal, but also
included a legal graffiti wall initiative. As a part of this research I conducted a visual survey of
the eight legal walls in the Parramatta Local Government Area (LGA) over a 28-week period in
2009. Each of the walls functioned differently in terms of the styles of graffiti and the people who
used them. The Guilford Park wall (Figure 2) with high visibility from surrounding roads and
the rail line became a well-known site for writers from all over Sydney. It was not uncommon

FIGURE 2

Guilford Park Legal Graffiti Wall in the Parramatta LGA (Survey Week 9, North Wall). Photograph: The
Author
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FIGURE 3

Rydalmere Park Legal Wall in the Parramatta LGA (Survey Week 6, South Wall). Photograph:
The Author.

for this wall to change several times on a single weekend, as crews of writers lined up for their
opportunity to use the legal wall. Similarly, the Rydalmere Park wall, facing a major arterial road,
attracted high-caliber Sydney writers keen to utilize the legal space (Figure 3). Other sites were
less well used, both in terms of the aesthetic quality and volume of work on the walls (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4

Harry Gapes Reserve Legal Graffiti Wall in Parramatta LGA (Survey Week 9, East Wall). This
Wall, Located at the Rear of a Park, Was Used Primarily for Tagging Creating a Contrasting Aesthetic
to the Rydalmere and Guilford Walls. Photograph: The Author
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In 2009, following the election of an independent councilor on an anti-graffiti platform,
Parramatta Council shifted to a zero-tolerance position, discontinuing the legal wall program
with all but one of the walls demolished in August 2009. The Council took the position
that the legal wall program had failed to siphon off and delimit graffiti. Indeed, the primary
target of the anti-graffiti push in Parramatta in 2008–09 was the legal walls, with these sites
resignified as the cause of illegal graffiti. The result here, as in other cases (Dickenson, 2008;
Iveson, 2007), was one of dispersal with older, more experienced writers moving on to other
walls in their network, leaving behind the inexperienced, younger, and less mobile taggers to
fight it out with the authorities (McAuliffe, 2009). With the support of the state government, the
zero-tolerance stance of Parramatta has signaled a shift to zero tolerance in a number of other
Sydney metropolitan councils.

City of Sydney

The City of Sydney, as the wealthiest LGA in the Sydney metropolitan area and the symbolic
and financial center of the city, has actively pursued policies and practices that promote Sydney as
a global city. Attempts by Melbourne to celebrate street art, including graffiti, through the imple-
mentation of zones of tolerance in several central Melbourne laneways, including the declaration
by the CEO of Melbourne City Council that Melbourne is “the street art capital of Australia”
(Gill, 2010), has led to emulation in Sydney. In 2010, the City of Sydney implemented an annual
Laneway Art project and Streetware program designed to transform Sydney’s laneways (City of
Sydney, 2011). More generally, the City of Sydney has recently implemented a cultural plan,
Sydney 2030: A Cultural and Creative City, and a Public Art Policy. Each year the City celebrates
public art through the month-long Art and About public art event. Regarding unsanctioned public
art, the City of Sydney maintains both a Graffiti Management Plan (2004) designed to manage the
presence of illegal graffiti, and an (Interim) Aerosol Arts Guidelines (2006) that have been imple-
mented in part to recognize the “artistic and social value” of legal aerosol art. However, even here
the separation of policies on graffiti management is not so clear, as the Aerosol Arts Guidelines
validate existing illegal “murals” “which have been accepted by the City as contributing to the
local character of a precinct” (City of Sydney, 2006). Despite being “illegal,” these murals have
been evaluated as “public art” and as such are not subject to removal. Further, new aerosol art
murals require an extensive vetting process, involving development applications (minimum cost
$110 with a 13-page application), and review by the council’s Public Art Panel against on a long
list of criteria including the relevance and appropriateness of the work to the City of Sydney, and
consistency with the vision of the City of Sydney. Despite the good intentions to include “good”
graffiti practices within the policy purview of the Council, these costs and restrictions appear to
have been an effective barrier to successful incorporation of legal aerosol art practiced by graffiti
writers in this LGA.

Marrickville

Marrickville Council maintains an integrated position on graffiti management, clearly delin-
eating between aerosol art and illegal graffiti. Recommendations have been made to protect legal
graffiti pieces and those illegal pieces, such as the “I have a dream” mural in Newtown, “which
the community are likely to expect will survive a graffiti removal program” (see Figure 5). Of
particular note is the May Lane area of St Peters, where the efforts of a local business owner have
led to development of a street art gallery (see Iveson, 2007). The May Lane Art Project involves
the exterior walls of businesses in this light industrial and residential area. The self-styled curator
of May Lane has transformed the outside walls of his business into a gallery space, inviting local,
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FIGURE 5

“I Have a Dream” Mural in Newtown, in the Marrickville LGA, Which Has Wide Community
Support. Photograph: The Author

national, and international graffiti writers and street artists to contribute. These commissioned
artworks include work on removable timber panels that are archived after their allotted display
period (see Figure 6). These artworks have been shown at retrospective gallery shows. A traveling
exhibition of the May Lane artworks received Federal Arts funding (approx. AUD$74,000) and
toured regional galleries in several Australian states in 2010–11.

While enforcement and removal continues in Marrickville, the Council is also looking at ways
of ensuring the continuation of the May Lane Project. A small-scale survey (n = 93) conducted
by the council in April 2010 found that:

• 76% of respondents thought the street art along May Lane was a unique cultural attraction,
encouraging tourists;

• 59% felt the May Lane street art initiative had contributed to the revitalization of the area;
• 83% of people support the street art along May Lane East;
• 91% of people distinguish a difference between “tagging,” which was seen as a negative,

“graffiti” and “street art” (Marrickville Council, 2010).

Reflecting the apparent success of the May Lane Art Project, the Council is investigating
formally demarcating a street art zone with shared pedestrian and car access and enhancing
lighting in the area.

Unlike the blanket rejection of all forms of aerosol art as vandalism by the state government,
it is clear that a variety of local-level responses currently in place to manage graffiti incorporate
nuanced approaches (at least on paper) to the issues of graffiti and street art. Except in cases
where zero-tolerance approaches have been implemented, most of the local government graffiti
management policies attempt at least a rudimentary differentiation between good and bad graffiti,
even if it is only to determine the priority for removal. Interestingly, despite the presence of models
of engagement within graffiti policy, there has been little effective articulation between what is
seen predominantly as a public works and crime reduction issue and the emerging focus of
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FIGURE 6

May Lane Street Art Project in Marrickville LGA. Here Local Artist Minigraff Has Been Invited
to Use the Wall. The Tagging Across Her “Artwork” Reflects Ongoing Tensions over “Legal” Work.
Photograph: The Author

councils on cultural planning and nurturing the creative sector. One example where this does
happen is May Lane, which receives funding from Marrickville Council as an arts initiative.
Council graffiti management plans in general fail to recognize the possibility of graffiti and street
art being “art,” and subsequently articulating it with emerging public art policy.

In this area at least, local government appears to miss an opportunity to make good on overtures
to the creative economy. However, where this opportunity is often lost by local government, the
writers themselves are busy taking advantage, where possible, of opportunities to further develop
their skills and even make money from their talents. Several writers I have worked with through
the course of this research have been successful in making the transition into the creative sector,
whether as designers, professional artists, or as entrepreneurs selling their skills as youth/arts
development workers, or even as consultants supplying the experience of being an aerosol artist
to the corporate sector. Several writers have taken their designs onto clothing or skateboards and
sell these through retailers specializing in marketing to the youth sector. Some even aspire to go
into retail business themselves. Others are tattoo artists, sign writers, or car detailers. In this next
section, I will discuss a group of writers and street artists who have moved into the contemporary
arts arena.

WRITING WAYS IN THE CREATIVE CITY

Some graffiti writers/street artists, those who have refined their skills enough, and have persisted
with graffiti and street art practice in the face of public resistance, are now part of a contemporary
arts scene that has begun to include street art. In 2010, two events signified the wider acceptance
of “street art” in the public sphere. First, Exit Through the Gift Shop, featuring Banksy, was
selected as an opening night film for the 2010 Sydney Film Festival. The success of the film
ensured it received a limited release in Sydney, showing in a cinema in the graffiti-friendly
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FIGURE 7

The Space Invaders Exhibition in the National Gallery of Australia Celebrated Street Art Forms
Such as Stickers and Stencils. Photograph: The Author

suburb of Newtown bridging the Marrickville and Sydney LGAs. Second, at the national level,
the acceptance of street art in the wider arts community was signaled by its inclusion in the premier
national arts institution, the National Gallery of Australia. The exhibition, Space Invaders, ran
from October 2010 to March 2011 (see Figure 7) and included 40 street artists with varied
associations to graffiti and street art. As the catalogue to the exhibition states,

The roots of Australian street art lie in the Australian graffiti subculture . . . . The graffiti
subculture has multiplied its forces of collaborating practitioners and has spawned numerous
street art offshoots that have, since 2000, revolutionised creativity in public spaces. (Babington,
2010, p. 19)

Beyond the gallery, what is new for this contemporary cohort of writers and artists is the wider
official and public recognition of the value of the creative industries. From an initial concern
with graffiti as out of place in the gallery (Cresswell, 1996), a much larger set of questions has
developed about whether graffiti is out of place in the community more generally (Austin, 2010).

Scratching the Surface

Under the auspices of the 2010 Creative Sydney program, a number of street artists and graffiti
writers operating in Sydney were invited to perform a “live painting event” to be held at the
Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA), a central edifice in the Sydney arts establishment. The
artists’ interpretation of their invitation to enter the hallowed world of legitimized contemporary
art is instructive of their understanding of the contradictions present in the establishment’s
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engagement with graffiti and street art. Rather than painting graffiti live as a spectacle of sanitized
transgression, an already complete elaborate graffiti mural was installed in the MCA auditorium
on the night. The event consisted of viewing the aerosol art “mural” while a video looped on a
screen of the artists producing the piece, as a live band played and performance artists toured the
room. The event culminated with the arrival of performance artists in overalls who proceeded to
“buff” the piece, to paint over it with gray paint. The performance itself was recorded, edited, and
appended to the looped video and subsequently uploaded to the video sharing site Vimeo (see
http://vimeo.com/12504200). This video, complete with credits to the film makers, the artists
and the spray paint supplier, Ironlak, documents their interpretation of the invitation to be part
of Creative Sydney. The video concludes with the performance artists applying their own stencil
to the now blank gray surface of the mural—“Cleaned by Sydney Council. Keeping the spray at
bay.”

We Are the Image Makers

These artists and graffiti writers recognized the irony of being invited into the MCA for such
an event and took advantage of the opportunity to pass comment on the definition and control of
what is considered contemporary art, and where it could be located. I’ll focus now on two of the
artists/writers who formed a part of this Creative Sydney event—Roach and Beastman.

Roach is a graffiti writer who is very interested in the form of his letters, and calligraphy more
generally. He is a graphic designer by profession (although not by education) working for a hip
Sydney advertising group. He curates a regular event, Go Font Urself , bringing together graffiti
writers, graphic designers, and conventional visual artists to display their works in impromptu
gallery spaces. The “openings” are sponsored by Kirin Beer. Commencing in February 2009, the
first four shows were held in the hallway of his workplace’s offices, dubbed Peer Gallery. The
fifth show was held in a new space that Roach brokered, called Lo-Fi Collective. Roach secured
this space above a nightclub, Kinsellas, in Darlinghurst close to the city center, on a short-term
rent-free lease for six months. It was opened up as a gallery and artist workspace, benefiting
from the site alcohol license (allowing the continuation of the relationship with Kirin). During
the second half of 2010, this “pop-up” gallery space churned out exhibitions on a weekly basis,
with artists able to conceptualize, produce, and exhibit in the one place. The sixth edition of Go
Font Urself, in October 2010, moved to a new location, in an artist/designer run space turned
pop-up gallery in nearby Surry Hills, called Roller. The change of venue came about as the
owners of Lo-Fi brokered a site deal with rival Japanese beer maker, Asahi. According to Roach,
he was having “no problems” maintaining a working relationship with rival beer companies.
Back at Lo-Fi, the space was transformed into a music venue in January 2011 (as was always
the intention). The success of Roach’s Lo-Fi Collective initiative has guaranteed his ongoing
relationship as a curator and promoter of “lowbrow” arts events through the venue, with recent
events incorporating music with the usual artist showcases.

The second artist, Beastman, works across a number of media. He doesn’t describe himself
as a graffiti writer, but as an artist (e.g., see Very Nearly Almost, 2011). Yet his aerosol art
features on walls, again pointing to the contested and imprecise categorizations faced by urban
managers involved in graffiti management. A quick search of his website shows that his work
includes a significant number of legal and illegal outdoor sites, as well as work on canvas,
and even sculpture and fabric. He is in demand in the Sydney street art scene, and his aerosol
art murals appear in music venues, on retail stores, and elsewhere. Beastman is the founder
and editor of the online visual art publication, “weAREtheIMAGEmakers” (www.watim.com),
which invites contributions from up and coming visual artists. Started in February 2006, and up
to its 23rd edition, it includes the work of photographers and painters alongside graffiti writers
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and street artists, blurring the demarcation between these fields of visual art. Beastman has an
enduring relationship with the spray paint manufacturer, Ironlak, and the paint manufacturer’s
name features in the credits of several of the videos of aerosol art projects in which he has been
involved. These projects include the Scratching the Surface event and Microcosm, hosted at Lo-Fi
Collective in 2010, as well as commercial projects, including a project for the i20 advertising
campaign for Hyundai (see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzjeBlERvB0).

Keep Australia Colorful

These two graffiti writers/street artists were also involved in a legal graffiti wall advocacy
project dubbed Keep Australia Colorful (KAC), which brought together graffiti writers, street
artists, youth and art workers, and academics to contest the New South Wales government’s
Graffiti Action Day on May 2nd 2010. This day was organized by Keep Australia Beautiful
(KAB), a nongovernment organization involved in urban beautification, with the support of the
state government, as a day of action against graffiti. In response, KAC set out to highlight the
differentiation between legal and illegal work, and the fact that not all graffiti writers and street
artists were criminals, a simple message that was nonetheless absent from the media releases
urging residents to volunteer to walk the streets and remove graffiti. KAC’s efforts to use the
media discourse to plead the case for legal walls were successful on this occasion, with the major
metropolitan newspaper, Sydney Morning Herald, running an article pointing to the “good work”
done under the banner of graffiti (Corderoy & Christopher, 2010). In a subsequent interview the
head of Keep Australia Beautiful was forced to admit that there was a difference between good
and bad graffiti and that he was not necessarily advocating painting over the former.

In these two artists we see examples of the ways young “creatives” are finding their place (even
when it is necessarily precarious and/or ephemeral) in the Sydney art scene. Both of these artists
work across media, doing what would fall under the legal definition of graffiti, as well as working
within gallery environments. They are not waiting to become successful in order to break into the
contemporary art marketplace, but are instead forging ahead within a public sphere that seems to
have room to support a range of artistic practices.

MORAL GEOGRAPHIES OF AEROSOL ART

The connection between graffiti and art networks is not new. Austin (2010) notes that prior to
the intensification of tensions between urban authorities and graffiti writers in the 1980s, graffiti
was part of the palette of aesthetic traditions that contributed to what Corrine Robbins (1985)
called the pluralist era in American art. As Austin states,

Graffiti art emerged in a historical era in which even avant-garde aesthetic assumptions and
possibilities were fragmenting, shifting and perhaps decentralising within the authorised, insti-
tutionalised New York City art world. We might approach graffiti art as a more or less bounded
enterprise, as Robins did with other movements—fragments that began or were recognised
during the 1970s. (2010, p. 37)

This emerging artistic “enterprise” was not yet present in the galleries of contemporary art.
That would come later, in the 1980s, leading ultimately to the rise to prominence of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and Keith Haring. Rather, the artistic movements of the 1970s developed in the public
sphere, on the trains and walls of New York. Following Robbins, Austin claims that the absence
of a dominant modern art tradition in the 70s opened a space for the consideration of graffiti as a
modern art movement related in some ways to neo-dada and pop art traditions. Unlike other artistic
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traditions graffiti maintains its connection to criminality, as a “deviant claim . . . a militant critique
and an alternative vision of urban social order in situ, outside the white cubes of the gallery district”
(Austin, 2010, p. 41). Austin claims that because graffiti retains its critical/criminal positionality,
it has been “easier to ignore or misrepresent graffiti art’s aesthetic and visionary implications
than one might imagine” (2010, p. 41).

With the rise to prominence of creative city discourses graffiti and street art have been revalued
as creative practices. In Sydney, this has led to a contested moral geography where urban managers
seek to protect normative understandings of property relations while simultaneously attempting
to mobilize the transformative power of public art in place. Beyond official attempts to mobilize
creativity, “creative workers” such as Roach, Beastman, and others are busy bridging graffiti
and contemporary art worlds. Despite continued attempts by urban managers to marginalize and
eradicate all graffiti from the urban environment, the embrace of the creative economy opens
pathways to recognition for graffiti and street artists (Dickens, 2010). It is this recognition that
holds the key to the economic reproduction of the self as artist/creative worker in the creative
economy.

As the cases of Go Font Urself, WeAREtheIMAGEmakers, Scratching the Surface, and the
Space Invaders exhibitions show, graffiti and street art are finding space in the creative city. It
is in these spaces that graffiti and street art are reinscribed as productive creative practice—a
legitimated practice that remains tied to its transgressive character. In fact, the revaluation of
graffiti and street art turns on the idea of transgression, because within transgression lies the
seeds of “innovation” and “creativity,” key terms at the center of creative city discourses. As
a result, graffiti is not so much revalued, which would imply the negation of its transgressive
nature, than given a dual valuation. While the embrace of creativity as an economic and cultural
salve for the postindustrial city offers possibilities for graffiti writers and street artists to produce
“good work,” the presence of its negation remains in the threads of transgression, which are
themselves productive sites of creativity and innovation. The dual valuation of graffiti/street art
as simultaneously good and bad produces ambivalence that blurs the moral boundaries of creative
practice.

Moral geographies “are produced through environmental and spatial practices which are bound
up with relations of power” (Matless, 2000, p. 523). As the movement of the finished graffiti piece
to the MCA for its creative destruction shows, there is a politics of place involved in attempts
to place appropriate art in its appropriate place. But being art, one could claim that in part its
role is to not conform to these attempts to situate artistic practice. Undermining the axioms that
universalize graffiti as out of place, by showing how the valuation of graffiti and street art can be
simultaneously “good” and “bad,” as both productive and destructive, points to the importance
of both place and form. This article has detailed some of the ways style (what it looks like—the
aesthetic) and the location of graffiti (where it is—the geography) influence the moral codification
of graffiti and street art.

What I have presented here is the diversity at the edges of debates about graffiti. The over-
whelming majority of discussions continue to assume that all graffiti is out of place, supporting
the implementation of more innovative and technologically mediated ways of getting rid of it.
As a testament to this, the recent NSW Inquiry into Graffiti and Public Infrastructure (NSW
Legislative Assembly, 2010) included sixteen submissions from local governments in Sydney.
Most simply stated how much money they spent trying to eradicate graffiti. Even Councils that
have more complex approaches, as noted in this paper, neglected to discuss their engagement
practices, pushing instead the costs of graffiti to the local community, conforming to the normative
valuation of graffiti despite the complexity present in the local governance context.

Norms change with time. Time continues to play an important role in graffiti as ephemeral
artworks are increasingly captured, stored, and circulated on the Internet. The Internet has become
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central to the prolongation of presence beyond the physical removal of the aerosol art piece
(Brighenti, 2010). With regard to the destruction of the artwork in the MCA, you can watch it
again and again on Vimeo, or try to track down one of the limited edition prints of the completed
piece sold online to hang on your private wall. The artworks on display in May Lane are archived
in any number of places on the Internet, not least of which is the May Lane website. The
artworks themselves are also on the move as they travel to regional art galleries in New South
Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, South Australia, and Queensland. Attempts to control
space are subverted and the moral codification of urban space is challenged. Declarations of a
moral geography that renders graffiti as uniformly out of place, as in the case in contemporary
Parramatta, appear too rigid. In fact the shift to recognize and formalize graffiti in public space, in
the form of street art galleries, or legal walls, or even through recognition of the value of Banksy,
reflects the way moral codes have been unsettled by the presence of creative city discourses.
Rather than seeing these street artists and graffiti writers as purely transgressive actors whose
morality of behaviors exists outside and relative to the moral codification of urban space, it is
possible to see them as generative of new ways of conceiving of spaces in the city as creative. By
paying attention to the moral geographies of creative practice we can reveal the discontinuities
between the way we are seeking to regulate creativity in the city and the informal creative practices
that are an integral part of the creative city. With the embrace of the transformative character of
creativity and the postindustrial promise of the creative industries, the unsanctioned presence of
graffiti and street art in the city becomes not merely subject to a moral framing from without, but
also contributes to the continuous production of new urban moral codes.

ENDNOTES

1 Scratchiti refers to etchings made on glass and plastic windows using sharp objects (see http://www.at149st.com/
scratch.html); paste-ups are paper art pieces, usually simple outlines, pasted to walls with wheatpaste; cup-
rocking is a form of street art using plastic cups arranged in fences (see http://www.cuprocking.com/andy);
reverse graffiti involves using cleaning materials and fluids to produce street art on rusted or dirty surfaces (see
http://www.abc.net.au/arts/stories/s3131972.htm). In this article I am using graffiti as a catch-all for a number
of urban artistic practices that are in fact quite distinct in style and form, coming from different artistic traditions
and practices by divergent groups of artists.

2 The Sydney metropolitan area includes 41 local government areas, of which 32 are wholly urban and 9 are
designated as urban fringe (NSW Dept. of Local Government, 2010). Local government responsibilities in
Australia sit below federal and state government responsibilities, and include urban and cultural planning and
the maintenance of public space.
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